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ARTICLE

Tokyo Jihen: The Color Bars//

posted Sunday, March 11th, 2012

by Adrienne Lew | Comments (0) | edit post



This is it. Tokyo Jihen’s farewelling album.

As with everything else on earth, this surprising “sayonara” from Shiina Ringo’s alter ego came at a time when apparently none of their fans would

have expected — especially following the immense success of their album last summer, and the Discovery tour that took place soon after.

But this is typical of Ringo — just like her marriage, pregnancy, divorce … and the forming of Tokyo Jihen 7 years ago — whether we are

prepared for it or not.

Anyway … what exactly is (as an album) / are (the bars themselves) the “Color Bars” about?

Sources have it that given the color bars constitute the concluding visual image of any television show back in the days when the television was

first invented, each bar, in TJ’s case, represents what each of its members has to offer as a professional musician/composer.

As such, gone are the days when Ringo would pretty much dictate the conceptual and musical directions through manipulating both the lyrics and

the composing responsibilities, especially with their first few albums like Education and Adult. Instead, each track in the Color Bars was composed

by a different member of the band — who, in some cases, also took care of the vocals.

Let’s check out the colors one by one.

The opening track, “Konya wa Karasawagi” (Much Ado About Nothing Tonight), as anyone would have expected, was composed and rendered

by Ringo herself.

Super catchy rhythms, easy-to-follow and hard-to-forget melody lines, chic, jazzy music arrangements … and, of course, a quirky but awfully

intriguing promotional video (PV) that brings back the nostalgic memories of Imperial Japan in the World War I era … These are the minimum

standards we would expect of Ringo.

What fascinates me the most about this track, as it turns out, is how the lyrics seems to echo back what their first song ever plugged on air 7 years

ago, “Gunjou Biyori” (Ultramarine Weather) seeks to portray. In Gunjou Biyori, water — or raindrops — matter(s) a great deal to Ringo (see the

first stanza translated below):

It’s pouring in Shinjuku 

Where are you?

Today Tokyo is turning blue with the cold

No strategy to speak of

Where am I going?

My brain steals the drops and dries me.

(From http://www.nostalgic-lavender.net/ringo/gunjou.html)

In contrast, the band seems to have had enough about the highs and lows of the “tide,” in Konya wa Karasawagi,
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Who is your reigning Queen or Princess of Pop? [choose up to 5]

 Hyori Lee

 Lady Gaga

 Ayumi Hamasaki

 Shakira

 BoA

 Christina Aguilera

 Elva Hsiao

 Beyonce

 Joey Yung

 Namie Amuro

Free Online Advertising
See What $75 of Google Ads Can Do For Your
Business. Try It Now!
www.Google.com/AdWords

Current Mortgage Rates
Mortgage Rates Hit 46 Month Lows! See Rates - No
Credit Check Needed.
CompareInterestRates.com/Mortgage

Free Coupons
100's Brand Name Free Coupons Free Sample & Free
Coupon Website!
www.ShopAtHome.com



 Nicki MInaj

 Koda Kumi

 Rihanna

 Jolin Tsai

 Katy Perry

 Meisa Kuroki

 Belinda

 Son Dam Bi

 Anahi

 HyunA

 None/Another [add a comment]

   Vote   
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Nominated a LAMMY for Best Design

TWEETS//

YAM Magazine

Yeon_KamalaChan Busy, busy. @YAMMAG @julyssaisabel
pic.twitter.com/LH84Rrhg
11 hours ago · reply · retweet · favorite

TiBer0use RT @yammag YAM Loves: Doona Bae - yam-
mag.com/features/film-…



RECENT COMMENTS//

Jara on Gloria – Ep38-Final

I'm so glad to see that I'm not the only one who thoroughly enjoyed and loved this series! Thank you for taking the time to write these reviews.

Glori...

Jara on YAM Loves: Doona Bae

Thanks for posting all the BDN love, she's amazing and I adore her. It's good to see her finally get more attention.

Camiele on Bjork – Hollow

Love. This. WOMAN!!!!MUST WATCH VIDEO NONSTOP!!!

Camiele on A Music Comparison – JYJ vs. Tohoshinki

@ Julyssa, I think it's all a matter of what kind of sound you're really into. But you're more of the "flip-flop" type when it comes to that... HaHa. ...

Julyssa on A Music Comparison – JYJ vs. Tohoshinki

@Camiele, Yes, raw emotion, that was the word I was looking for.I was diplomatic, because, quite honestly I do like both albums almost as much.

It's j...

Rodrigo on Our Favorite Female Characters

Awesome picks, guys. :)

Rodrigo on Our Favorite Female Characters

@Julyssa, Christoph Waltz overshadowed everyone in IB.

Julyssa on Ice Age: Continental Drift Trailer

@Castor, They should really have stopped at the first movie...

Julyssa on 2NE1 – Scream

@Stephanie Chan, Depends. If they know the language, then it's fine. If not then it sounds like the clusterfuck that is Big Bang's up coming Alive

Join the conversation

7 hours ago · reply · retweet · favorite

chattoonshow Chattoon! Film Daily is out! bit.ly/gmbJHr � Top
stories today via @yammag @bitchflicks @vanmusic
@theaterofcommon
2 days ago · reply · retweet · favorite

yammag @elegiacomo I haven't / Julyssa
5 days ago · reply · retweet · favorite

elegiacomo @Terracotta_Dist A review of Bleak Night (파수꾼,
2011) by Giacomo Lee. Hope I can cover yr fest for
@yammag... bit.ly/yp3IF4
5 days ago · reply · retweet · favorite



Jap...

Julyssa on Our Favorite Female Characters

@Diandra Rodriguez, bu Soshanna wasn't all badass. I felt that IB was all about Pitt haha.
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